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POLICE PROVOCATEURS ATTEMPT DISRUPTION ON UNEMPLOYMENT LINE� 

Jan. 11 (IPS)--The police-controlled Maoist Revolutionary Union 
(RU) was resurrected this week to disrupt Labor Party qrganizing 

at unemployment centers and to provoke incidents on the lines 
which could be used as excuses for police attacks on the unemployed. 

The RU, a collection of gutter trash already destroyed by a 
series of articles in New Solidarity last summer exposing its CIA 
origins and activities, managed to scrape together enough goons 
to attempt provocations at unemployment centers in Buffalo and 
Trenton. The CIA's attempt to revive the RU now, when tens of 
thousands of U.S. workers are being laid off daily, shows how 
nervous Rockefeller operatives are about the explosive political 
potential of unemployed workers armed with the Labor Party program. 

Yesterday when Labor PartY" organizers arrived at the Trenton 
Unemployment Center, the manager told them he had received a phone 
call indicating that the RU was planning a physical assault against 
Labor Party members that day. When ten RUers showed up with brass 
knuckles and spikes, USLP organizers left the scene. One angry 
unemployed worker immediately followed the RUers into a nearby 
restaurant where they boasted to him how they planned to "get the 
Labor Party." The worker took this information to the Trenton 
Police and demanded that they lock the RUers up. 

Similar provocations by RU thugs occurred every day last 
week at the Buffalo Unemployment Center. In Buffalo, the RU is 
made up largely of brainwashed zombies from the Vietnam Veterans 
Against the War/Winter Soldier under the control of Tom Buchanan, 
whose activities as a police agent date back to the mid-1960s. 

In response to demands from workers around the country, the 
Labor Committees are preparing the necessary intelligence to com
plete the process of turning these psychotics into vegetables 
whose activities can no longer interfere with the building of a 
working class political machine. 

CESAR CHAVEZ RUNS BORDER GESTAPO IN ARIZONA 

NEW YORK, Jan. 11-- Under the leadership of racist Cesar Chavez, 
the United Farm Workers (UFW) union has been for at least the 
last three months - running its own border patrol gestapo along 
a l25-mile stretch of southwestern Arizona border to "keep out 
illegal aliens." The official UFW cover for this operation is 
the protection of striking UFW lemon pickers in Yuma, Arizona 
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from scabs from south of the border. 

UFW sources claim that the group has set up an "educationally 
oriented" tent city in Yuma to process illegal Mexicans. If 
Mexican workers crossing the border are going to scab, says the 
UFW, they are promptly chased back into Mexico; if they can be 
"educated" not to scab, they are helped with papers and deployed 
to jobs at nonstriking UFW locals. 

An article titled "Guards Stop Illegal Entry" published in 
the Washington Post early in October, indicates the full extent 
of this supposedly innocent "educational" operation to "dissuade 
potential scabs." 

The border patrol, formed on express orders from Chavez, 
includes car patrols criss-crossing the area to "intercept 
alien traffic," with rented helicopters and light aircraft 
circling overhead to pinpoint any "suspicious movements." In all, 
more than 500 UFW personnel and supporters were reported to be 
deployed for this operation. 

A similar UFN border patrol has been deployed in California 
to help the u.s. Immigration Service find and deport Mexicans 
crossing the border, under the slogan "a scab is a scab." 

Once these desperate, unemployed Mexican workers are herded 
back over the border by Chavez's border guards, they face slave 
labor jobs in the new development project of Rockefeller's 
puppet ruler, Mexican President Luis Echeverria. 
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